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SMBXL announces launch of India’s first
Online B2B Machine Tools Expo
‘MTExpo’

Context:

● SMBXL, a technology company dedicated
to supporting Indian MSMEs (Micro, Small,
and Medium Enterprises), has
revolutionized the machine tools
industry with the launch of India's
first-ever online B2B
(business-to-business) Machine Tools
Expo, titled 'MTExpo.'

● This groundbreaking online expo features
over 1250 machine tool companies from
across India, representing a wide array of
machine tool categories.

● MTExpo aims to connect these companies
with a projected audience of half a million
manufacturers, customers, dealers, and
industry partners.

Rs 500 gas cylinders in State from
tomorrow, details inside

Context:
● The Telangana government's

"Mahalakshmi scheme" launches today,
offering LPG cylinders for Rs. 500.

● This applies to both regular consumers
and Ujjwala beneficiaries.

Details:
● Beneficiaries initially pay the full cylinder

cost (around Rs. 970 in Hyderabad).
● The government reimburses the

difference (around Rs. 470) after
deducting the central subsidy of Rs. 40.

● Ujjwala beneficiaries receive an
additional subsidy of Rs. 300, further
reducing their cost.
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Prime Minister lays foundation stone for
SCR works worth ₹1,800 crore

Context:

● PM Modi virtually laid the foundation stone
for redevelopment works on the South
Central Railway (SCR) network, valued at
₹1,800 crore.

● This project encompasses the
modernization of 57 stations and the
construction of 156 road over and under
bridges across Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh.

● This initiative aims to improve passenger
experience and boost railway
infrastructure in the region.

INDRA RV25: 240N Context:
● A significant development in India's

aerospace industry took place in Hyderabad
with the unveiling of the INDRA RV25:
240N, an entirely indigenous micro
turbojet engine.

● This marks a crucial step towards
achieving self-reliance in critical
technology sectors for the nation.

About:
● The engine is a product of collaboration

between RVMT, a Hyderabad-based firm,
and the Indian Institute of Technology
Hyderabad (IIT-H).

● This joint effort by industry and academia
showcases India's growing prowess in
engineering and manufacturing, and aligns
with the government's initiatives like
Atmanirbhar Bharat (Self-reliant India)
and Make in India, which aim to reduce
dependence on foreign technology.

Telangana showcases Genome Valley to
BioAsia delegates

Context:
● Telangana hosted around 200 BioAsia

2024 delegates, including international
representatives, on a guided tour of
Genome Valley,the well known organised
cluster for life sciences research and
development and clean manufacturing in
the country near Hyderabad..

● This premier life sciences hub near
Hyderabad boasts research and
development facilities, clean
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manufacturing units, and an incubation
center.

● This showcase aimed to highlight
Telangana's advancements in the life
sciences sector and the state's
commitment to fostering innovation in
this field.

● The visit served as a prelude to the 21st
edition of BioAsia, a major conference
focused on life sciences and healthcare.
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